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Warm Up  
 

“We should never feel perfectly at home in any country, no matter how 
much we love where God has planted us. We should always feel ‘out of 
place’ that things are ‘not quit right’ here. The Christian should never 
feel right at home in this world. If we do, there’s a problem” (pg. 115, 

paragraph 3). 
 

What does feeling “at home” in our country mean? 
How have recent events in our country made you feel less or more “out 

of place” in America? 
 

Christianity in America 
 

Why do you think Christianity is seen so negatively in America today? 
…when it was seen positively in previous generations? 

 
“Maybe one reason is that more and more people believe the myth 

that Christianity is private. …Either way, people think being religious in 
public is a problem in or world not a solution” (pg. 116, paragraph 2). 

-Where or how have you seen this attitude? 
-What makes this a myth? 

 
“So let’s look at another possibility—the idea that Christianity is 

polarizing. The ‘mushy middle’ used to identify as Christian, but now it 
identifies as more secular” (pg. 117, paragraph 1).  

-What is the mushy middle? 
-How does this change effect the culture’s view of Christianity?  

 



Christianity and America 
 

“Still, I wonder why so many Christian expect to feel at home in 
American society. If we know that true Christianity will never be 

popular and that the claims of Jesus are polarizing in every generation, 
then why do we feel disoriented when we are pushed to the side? Why 

does this feeling surprise us?” (pg. 117, paragraph 3). 
 

View 1: America as Israel 
“This idea that God has a special relationship with America and that we 

are a special kind of people who have God’s favor is coded into our 
country’s DNA. …We still see preachers and pastors applying Old 

Testament promises to the United states, as if there’s a correlation 
between the Old Testament people of God (Israel) and the American 

experiment today. 
For this reason many Christians have embraced a mythical view of the 

United States” (pg. 121 paragraphs 1 & 2). 
 

-If you view America as Israel how will you view and attempt to enact 
political or cultural change? 

-What is the good longing in this view? 
-What is the lie? 

 
View 2 America as Babylon 

“On the other hand, if you see America as Babylon, then you’ll have 
fewer expectations of succeeding politically in the short term. You’ll 

feel the need to pull back from public life and to focus your attention 
on strengthening the church or Christian institutions” (pg. 123 

paragraph 1). 
 

-If you view America as Babylon how will you view and attempt to enact 
political or cultural change? 

-What is the good longing in this view? 



-What is the lie? 
 

“Just as it is problematic to compare America to Israel, so it is also 
problematic to compare America to Babylon. Because we are in a 

democratic republic, we still have a say in the direction of our country 
and the people who represent us,” (pg. 123 paragraph 3). 

 
“Taking back America isn’t the way to go, but neither is pulling back 
into a posture of passivity that robs us of our prophetic calling” (pg. 

123, paragraph 4).  
(How prophetic is the last paragraph on pg. 123 in light of current 

events?” 
 

What is the right way forward? 
 

“So maybe this sense of disorientation and displacement is a good 
reminder of what it means to be in but not of the world. Maybe these 

tumultuous times serve to remind us that the Christian faith transcends 
and critiques every political group” (pg. 124, paragraph 1). 

 
Can you describe the difference between in and of? 

 
Kingdom of Heaven in America 

 
“The gospel redirects the hopes we too often pin on our country by 
giving us a bigger people and a better story. Our first and ultimate 

citizenship is the global people of God, people from every tribe, tongue, 
and nation who bow the knee to King Jesus” (pg. 126, paragraph 3). 

 
The priority of the Kingdom over nationality and political affiliation. 
“The main reason we should not feel ‘at home’ in a political party is 

because we already belong to a political society. It’s called the Church. 
It transcends national border and breaks down worldly barriers. There, 



we don’t vote for a president; we bow before a King. As the people of 
God, we should always feel in the world but not of the world, in 

America but not of America, in a political party but not of a political 
party. Embracing that tension is not weakness but faithfulness” (pg. 

125, paragraph 1).  
How does allegiance to Christ and His kingdom change how we relate to 

citizenship and politics? 
Where so we see the priority of the Kingdom over citizenship in the 

Scripture? 
 

The priority of the love of God over acceptance by culture. 
“…if you fail to recognize God’s unfailing, unchanging love for you no 

matter your circumstances, you will not be able to represent Him well 
in exile. The only way you will be ever be able to withstand the hatred 
of the world is if you are immersed in the love of God. …Unless we are 
overcome by the love of God, we will be overcome by the fear of man” 

(pg. 128, paragraph 2).  
How does the love of God change how we relate to citizenship and 

politics? 
 

The priority of the gospel over political or cultural victory. 
“All around us are people who believe the myth that politics is the only 
real place where you can effect change or transform the world. When 
you think laws are the most important factor in changing the world, 

then every battle must be fought to the end. 
The gospel challenges that myth. It tells us that the political sphere is 

just one area in which change can take place. It helps us to put the 
political in a broader context, to realize it is not everything” (pg. 130, 

paragraph 1 & 2). 
How does the gospel change how we related to citizenship and politics? 


